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AN A P P L I C A T I O N OF C A P A C I T Y D E S I G N P H I L O S O P H Y TO GRAVITY
LOAD D O M I N A T E D D U C T I L E R E I N F O R C E D C O N C R E T E F R A M E S
T. Paulay*

Indiscriminate application of the capacity design philosophy can
lead to unnecessary or indeed absurd conservatism in the earthquake
resistant design of gravity load dominated ductile reinforced concrete
frames.
Low-rise framed buildings are typical examples.
The origin of
excessive potential strength with respect to lateral loading is discussed
and proposals are made to establish an acceptable upper bound for lateral
load carrying capacity in such frames. A technique is presented by which
the successive formation of potential plastic hinges, involving partial
beam sway mechanisms, can be conveniently assured. While retaining the
requirements for energy dissipation in beams, it is postulated that at an
acceptable high level of lateral loading the formation of storey
mechanisms, necessary to complete the frame sway mechanism, should be
tolerable. Examples are given to illustrate the determination of design
quantities for bending moments, shear and axial forces for both, beams
and columns.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In low rise ductile reinforced concrete
frames, particularly in those with long span
beams, often gravity rather than seismic
load requirements will govern the design
strength of beams.
- In capacity design normally it is
necessary to evaluate the overstrength
flexural c a p a c i t y o f both potential
plastic beam hinges in each span in order to
evaluate the maximum attainable moment input
into the columns of the frame.
This
procedure, applicable to low rise buildings
with more than two storeys, in which the
"weak beam - strong column" design philosophy
is pursued, may produce column design moments
and shear forces that are unnecessarily
large.
The reason for this is the large
potential beam strength and the consequent
lateral load required to produce in the beam
sway mechanism plastic hinges with positive
(sagging) rotations in a region largely
dominated by a negative gravity moment.
Under these circumstances the magnitude of
the lateral load, required to produce a
complete beam hinge sway mechanism in each
span of a bent, may be several times that
intended by the loading c o d e ( 2 )
if the
designer insists on the full execution of
capacity design in order to ensure that
column yielding will generally occur after
the formation of beam sway mechanisms, the
columns would have to be designed for an
even larger lateral load.
a

Skillfully applied moment redistribution
^
may considerably reduce the unintended
potential lateral load carrying capacity of
such frames. Therefore designers should
make full advantage of the benefit that
results from ductile behaviour that is
expected to eventuate at and above lateral
design load levels.
To relocate positive
(sagging) potential plastic hinges from
column faces is an effective way to reduce
the lateral load resistance of the beams.
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This will be illustrated in one of the
subsequent examples. However, in many
cases the most meticulous allocation of
beam hinge strengths will not offset the
excess potential lateral load resistance,
and in such cases it will be found that the
columns would need to be provided with
unrealistic extreme lateral load resisting
capacity, if it is decided that they must
possess at all times strength in excess of
that of the beams.
It is proposed that in frames, in
which design considerations for gravity load
result in potential strength to resist
lateral load much in excess of that
stipulated by the loading code ^ , some
limitation on the required minimum strength
of columns be introduced.
In certain cases
it may be shown that with the development of
the negative (hogging) plastic hinge in
each span, that is with an incomplete beam
sway mechanism, seismic strength well in
excess of the required minimum can be
developed.
At such high level of lateral
load resistance, considerably reduced demand
for energy dissipation is to be expected.
This reduced energy demand may well be
supplied by a lesser number of plastic hinges.
A moment input into columns, at a level which
is below the overstrength capacity of the
beams, may therefore be considered.
This
implies that at an acceptable high level of
lateral load resistance, column hinges
rather than additional beam hinges, with
positive rotations, will need to form to
complete the sway mechanism of the frame.
2.

QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF THE POTENTIAL
STRENGTH OF BEAM SWAY MECHANISMS

A convenient means of expressing the
contribution of strength of beams at any
floor to lateral load resistance, is the
summing of the relevant beam moment inputs
into the columns at that level of a bent.
This is essentially the same as summing the
column shear forces generated, when the
beam strengths in the bent are developed,
in order to arrive at the total storey shear.
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As Fig. Kb) illustrates, the total lateral
design load induced moment at 4 columns (A,
B, C and D) of a symmetrical bent with a
three-span continuous beam at a particular
floor is
AM?

+

AM"

EAM.

the entire bent can be computed by summing
the maximum potential moment inputs into
the columns^ i.e. IAM°, for the chosen
direction (E) of earthquake loading.
With reference to Fig. 1 ( d ) , it is
seen that
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This also represents the required total
moment input from beams into the four columns.
These beam moments at column centrelines
represent the dependable strength for lateral
design earthquake load in the given direction,
g, stipulated for that structure by a loading
tf (2)
The actual strength of the beam,
which may have been controlled by gravity
load considerations, may then be related to
this minimum lateral load requirements,
Eq. (1), with the aid of the average beam
overstrength factor, T\>
, which is
defined subsequently.
'
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is the beam overstrength flexural
capacity that could b e developed
at column centre lines by lateral
load acting in the given direction

s

A,B,C,D,i identify the p a r L - c u l a r

column
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For the beam of a bent shown in Fig. 1,
the suitably factored gravity load induced
moments, derived from conventional elastic
analysis (Fig. 1 ( a ) ) , are combined with the
earthquake moments, also obtained from an
elastic analysis, as shown in Fig* 1 ( c ) .
To avoid possible confusion of issues, at
this stage no moment redistribution has
been applied in the illustrative structure.
It may be assumed that these moments
(Fig. 1(c)) governed the amount of flexural
reinforcement in the beams and accordingly
the demand for the d e p e n d a b l e f l e x u r a l
capacities has been met exactly.
To satisfy
code ( '
requirements for ductile sections,
positive (bottom) reinforcement at the
support of all beams has been provided to
sustain 50% of the negative moment requirements at the same sections.
It is this
requirement that leads normally to excessive
lateral load carrying capacity in gravity
load dominated frames.
5

The example in Fig. 1 is presented to
illustrate changes of moment patterns at
various steps of the proposed procedure, while
satisfying equilibrium and continuity
criteria.
For this reason it is convenient
in this example and the remainder of the
paper to refer to centre line moments rather
than to moments at the faces of members
which would control in actual design the
lateral load carrying capacity of such
members.
To satisfy capacity design requirements
the flexural over-capacities at the potential
plastic hinge sections need to be evaluated.
These beam sections are first assumed to be
at the columns.
Typically the flexural overcapacity at a section is 1.25/0.9 = 1*39
times the dependable capacity when Grade
275 flexural beam reinforcement is u s e d ^ »
These are shown by the shaded areas in Fig.
1(d).
It should be noted that large positive
overcapacity moments are possible at the
columns because large (i. e. 50% of negative
steel requirements) amount of bottom steel
has been provided.
It need also be assumed
that excess bottom reinforcement is available
within all spans so that positive (sagging)
plastic rotation can occur adjacent to the
columns only.
Now the maximum potential lateral load
resistance of the beam sway mechanisms for

p,n

signify that positive (p) or
negative (n) moments, involving
the yielding of the bottom or top
beam flexural reinforcement
respectively at the section, are
being considered.

The average beam overstrength factor
for the entire bent, expressing the maximum
potential lateral load capacity (Eq. (2))
in relation to the code required dependable
lateral load strength (Eq. (1)), may now be
defined as:
o,avg.

= £AM° /
1

EAM

(3)

E

1

The magnitude of the average beam overstrength factor for the bent will be compared
subsequently with the maximum value, ^o,avg.max
that may not need to be exceeded.
The
considerations leading to the quantitative
establxshrn.ent of an upper bound value or
the average overstrength factor for various
classes of buildings are presented in
section 4.
If $
, relevant to the specified
direction 6r loading, is smaller than ^ ,avg.m<
given by Eq. (9), then the full beam overstrength factors? \\) , at each column can be
used in arriving at the final column design
m o m e n t s ' . However, if ^ , a v q .
found
to be larger than ^o,avg.max.' then the full
overstrength capacity of the beams should
not be expected to be developed.
In that
case the column design moments could be
limited to those corresponding with the maximum
average beam overstrength capacity factor
^o,avg.max. t <5» (9) . The latter procedure
would then imply that at the acceptable high
level of lateral loading, column yielding
or hinging should be expected, while only
a partial beam sway mechanism in a particular
bent has formed.
The procedure proposed here
rests on the premise that up to the level
of loading corresponding with
avg.max.
considerable amount of energy is dissipated
Q
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* This has been defined in Ref. (6) but for
convenience it is reproduced here.
"The
beam overstrength factor, ty , is the ratio
of the sum of the flexural overstrengths
developed by the beams, as detailed, and
the sum of the flexural strength required
by the code specified lateral loading,
both sets of values being related to the
centre line of a column."
It is relevant
to one particular direction of the
applied lateral load.
Q
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by at least one plastic hinge in the critical
negative moment locality of each span of the
bent. This precludes the formation of "soft
storey mechanisms" in which no beam hinges
develop.
3.

LIMITING THE BEAM DESIGN MOMENT INPUTS
INTO COLUMNS

A brief study of frame behaviour under
lateral load (Fig. 1(e)) or the bending
moment pattern, shown in Fig. 1 ( d ) , will
reveal that normally plastic hinges in the
beams will occur first in the negative moment
regions.
It is also evident from Fig. 1(e)
that very considerable plastic hinge rotations
at these negative moment hinges may occur
before positive (sagging) plastic hinges,
near the opposite ends in each span of the
beam, can develop. Frequently the development
of these positive hinges may be possible
only if lateral forces equal or larger than
^o,avg.max. times the code load is applied.
For this very severe loading case the development of all positive (sagging) plastic hinges
in the beams should not be expected.
Indeed
the beam capacities in these potential positive
hinge areas should be limited so that their
contribution to lateral load resistance of
the beam does not result in excessive
capacity of the beam sway mechanism shown
in Fig. 1 ( e ) .
To prevent excessive beam strengths
with respect to lateral load from developing,
it should be sufficient to require that at
this high level of load resistance in each
span of the continuous beam:
(a) A negative plastic hinge develops at
the ideal capacity of the critical section
of that hinge. This capacity may be taken
as 90% of the flexural overstrength.
Because of the large lateral load resistance
of the frame within the elastic range of
response there appears to be no need to
consider in design the flexural overcapacity
of beams in this class of structure.
(b) Positive moments at the other ends of
spans develop at a sufficient intensity only
to satisfy the requirements that the lateral
load capacity of the bent ^.g the intended
maximum, i.e.
,avg.max^AM^•
This may
require that at some regions the ideal
positive moment hinge capacity will also need
to be attained.
It follows from these considerations
that the sum of the positive end-moments,
required to be developed before the onset
of yielding in the adjacent columns, be
CpM.

-*E
->o
SAM. - Q.9EnM°
l
l
o,avg.max

(4)

i.e. the total intended capacity of the bent
less the contribution of the negative plastic
beam hinges.
In order to generate positive moments
at the ends of the spans, opposite to those
at which negative moment hinges have been
assumed to have formed, the (negative)
gravity moment at such localities (emphasised
in equations by the letter p) pM^, will need
to be reduced or indeed reversed.
To achieve
this the sum of the moments to be applied
to potential positive plastic hinge regions
of the bent must be

EpM.

EpM"

(5)

The negative sign in Eq. (5) signifies the
fact that the opposite of the gravity
moments, normally negative, at these ends
need be applied.
When applying and distributing this
moment input, J, among positive end-moment
regions, the stiffness of each span need
also be taken into account. This is
because at this load level the beam, with
the exception of the negative hinge region,
is expected to respond within elastic
limits.^ Accordingly the positive moment
input, X, may be distributed among spans
in proportion of the relative beam flexural
stiffness, k j = I^/l±.
With this distribution the final
design moments in the potential positive
hinge regions of each span may be obtained
from:
(6)
1

It is now necessary to compare this
moment with the ideal flexural capacity
that has been provided at that end of the
beam.
Eq. (6) is valid only if
pM

i

= 0.9pM°

(7)

When Eq. (7) is satisfied, the potential
positive plastic hinge region of the span
is either elastic or a hinge at ideal
strength, equal to 0.9 times the flexural
overstrength, has just been attained.
However, when Eq. (7) is not satisfied,
the sum of the moments in excess of the
ideal flexural capacities of all potential
oositive plastic hinges that are affected,
AX, need be redistributed to the remaining
positive potential plastic hinges, at which
Eqs. (6) and (7) have been satisfied.
At
such potential positive hinges the final
design moment may be obtained from
X +
1

k.
i

AX

zFT

(8)

In this equation kj denotes the stiffness
of those beams (spans) in which only
negative plastic hinges have formed, i.e.
those which at this stage of the loading
are still elastic.
In order to check that the original
criteria, Eq. (4), is satisfied, it is
advisable to compute
ZpM. + 0.9 EnM° = \J>
EAM
i
l
o, avg.max
E

(4a)

Typical design moments, so obtained
are shown by the dashed curves in Fig. 1 ( d ) .
It may be noted that the positive moments
in all spans as well as at the supports
are reduced.
Consequently the moment inputs
into columns, A M j ^ a i g > to be resisted at
their ideal strength capacity, are also
limited.
e s

n

The sequence in beam hinge formation
is irrelevant to the design. However, it
may be noted that in a gravity load
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dominated frame, such as shown in Fig, l
generally -the negative beam hinges will
form first, and positive plastic h i n g e s if
hx ^
te^
° ^c
3\
change if the lowest conceivable gravity
load, i,e, Cb 9D, is considered together with
the lateral seismic displacements * In this
case a positive plastic hinge may form first*
typically in short exterior s p a n s before a
^
.
v. - " -c
_o v e
- - ^usl
at an innericr support.
In such frames,
designed in accordance with this proposal*
yielding of an interior column may commence
before any beam hinges have formed adjacent
to it. However, in such frames also some
beam hinging will precede column yielding.
The maximum lateral load capacity will not
be less than l e a v e r max. times the code
required seismic load. Therefore in the
derivation of the maximum column design
moments the load combination (G,9D 4- E) or
(0,9
1) should, not normally need to b e
considered....

this paper, there appears to be no need co
provide for reserve surength that would
cater f o p dynamic magnification of column
moments ^ *

t

f
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{ivi
The purpose ot using importares
factors larger than unity for pooiic or
o til e r b u i 1 & i r g s o t s p e o i a 1 p or p o s e i a- a i
one land, tc provide a higher degree ot
protection against collapse, and on the
~v ei .i
so i o
o
vm ^ - ^b
a given excitation and hence the likely
structural damage. Thereby the functioning
ot the special purpose building after an
earthquake is enhanced,
?

?

N
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o u s v ^ \ u o \ m o, a d "
seismic load resistance is much higher
than that envisaged by code provisions for
i "if" a ° £ d t i I e s t r o to r e. he n c e t h e
risk for collapse is much less. Also a
gravity load dominated ductile f r a m e
d e s i g n e d i n a c c o r d a n o e w 11 h t h e a e a u a g e s t: i o n s
v«ill resist larger forces witain the
elastic domain of response and hence :he
excursions beyond yield level are likely to
be small. Therefore reduced ductility demand
and consequent reduction of structural
damage can be expected, The loading
envisaaed in gthis proposal exceeds that
s t i p u l a t e d e v e n for a Class I building.
For these reasons it appears sufficient
to set the same desired upper bound of
lateral load resistance for ail classes of
d u o 111 e f r air e s ,
s
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Present. Mew Zealand seismic load
provi ions for ductile structures are based
on th e concept that, the dependable strength
of th e structure with respect to lateral
load be of the order of one quarter of that
which would be required to resist intertia
force s during a fully elastic seismic dynamic
r esponseh-h^
Therefore it. does not appear
to he necessary to provide deliberately
stren gth in any part of a. ductile frame to
res is t lateral load,, which is in excess of
four . ||.mes that stipulated by the loading
code ~', Indeed foundations are required
to be ^designed for considerably less lateral
ioadh ^ ) *
The maximum strength that may be
desir ed to be developed in the columns of
such frames could even b e less*, provided
that the detailing of such members is tor
duoti iityv

(vd
Even though the possibility of. hinge
formation m columns will be greatly r e d u c e ^
II s e em s p r ad en t z o r e t a i a t h e d e t a 11 i n g s
requirement for such columns is for t h o s e ^
of seismic load dominated ductile f r a m e s ^ *

1

B a s e d o n t h e above f i ve c on sia e ra 11ou s
it is S s \ _ C i v _ t ^" t~e u-\ ^
a a o
beam overstrength factor, to be considered
in the design of a gravity dominated ductile
one may frames of buildlags, should be
approximately
N

In deriving an acceptable flexure!
capacity for columns, which should n o t need
be exceeded in such frames, the following
factors should be consideredt

V
^o*avg.max«

(i)
The sum of th column flexural strengths
at any level of a f raise of a Class III
Buildl.no
, with n Importance Factor, I
of 1,0
should not need to exceed, say
3,5 times the code required seismic fiexural
strengths. At this high level of loading
it should be suffio lent to assume that the
probab 1.e f 1 exnra 1 strength of the col iron
sections will be av aiiabie, This may be
assumed to be appro ximately 1.15 times the
ideal capacity ^ ? or 0,9 times the overstrength.
?

Cii) Should column yielding occur at this
intensity of lateral seismic loading, little
ductility demand is to be expected in the
column. Consequently transient simultaneous
yielding at the top and the bottom of columns
in a storey should be acceptable. It. is to
be noted that such a storey mechanism is
only a minor source of energy dissipation
in the whole system.
H o w e v e r as a corollary
the design procedure must ensure that at
least a partial beam sway mechanism will
form at. each lower storey before the possibility of a storey -mechanism would arise.
?

v

t

-

N

- 3,5 Pi. Ill •••• 3 'I

m:o

Hence Cos structures of Class I II ird
III b u i l d i n g s ^ the aopiopriate values ot
'i , ^ ^ ^ ^ a re appr ox ima t- e I y 1 . 1 1 . 5 an a
3.6V^thls"implies tor example that the sum
of tne probable flemursi capacities of che
columns of a Class 1 building so cesicaea
mould be equal to I,hi5 x 1 ml x 1,0 - ?.6S
times the code specified flesnrai bemasd
for a Class 111 building at any level or
t h e s t r u c t n r e.
f
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The ratios of pro.eeble average fiexural
column oauacicies, corresponding mith the
application of Eq. 19) are shown in Table 1,
To give columns of gravity load
dominated two-way frames even at this high
level ot lateral loading a sooemhat larger
degree of protection, mhere these are
subiected to concurrant earthqnahe attach
f r oia bo t h p r i a c i p a 1 d i r e a 11 on s o f th e
framing system, it is suggested that the
a pp r op ria t e c o1umn d es i g n momen t f c r un id i rectional seisinio loading be increased by
15 % , To e c or r e s pen d i n g a v e r a g e s tr e rat t h
ratios are also shown in Table I, As a
comparison similar ratios of probable
e o I u on f I ex ar a 1 c a pa c i 11 e s b a s ed o n
#

( i n ) If a sufficiently high level of lateral
seismic load is considered, ss proposed in

M

c o i , probable = 1-15 ; V ^ c o d x 5

( 6 )

.

^

(1)
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specified flexural demand, M ode
are also
presented in Table I. It should be noted
that critical columns of tall, long period
frames, are not likely to be gravity load
dominated.
Therefore the appropriate
C o m p a r i s o n is that between columns 3 and 5,
and columns 4 and 7 of Table I.
f

C

5.

DESIGN SHEAR FORCES

than in earthquake load dominated frames.
For this reason an accurate assessment of
the upper bound of this shear is not
warranted. Accordingly it is suggested
that the moment induced (£) critical shear
force in any beam, such as span BC in
Fig. 1(d) for example be estimated from
V

5*1 - Column Moments and Shears
It was shown that beam moment inputs in
gravity load dominated frames should be
limited in order to prevent the column
design moments "from becoming excessively
large. The column design moments with
reference to beam centre lines are obtained
<
from

JJ—
BC

(PM

+ 0.9nM° + 0.15AM ^ .„J
B,design

B

n

0

(13)

where the last term makes allowance for the
increase of the positive beam moment at B
due to a possible 15% increase of the column
moments at B. The design shear should not
need to exceed the value associated with the
simultaneous formation of two plastic hinges
in a span at probable strength, i.e:

6 )

M

_ =
col

where

r

i

M

(10)

code

0.9
< ^ —

V

, M
( M
P

.
+o,
+ nM )

B

(14)
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AXIAL LOADS

nM. + pM.
l

AM^,design

AM:

(11)

AM%
i

and M 3 , the reference moment used throughout
this proposed procedure, is the column moment
derived from an elastic analysis for the
code required lateral seismic loading only.
The estimation of the column design moment,
M 2 , rests on the premise that the ratio
of the critical column moments above or
below a floor to each other is the same as
the corresponding ratio obtained for moments
of the elastic analysis. This of course is
only an estimate which, because of the
nature of the entire structural response,
appears to be quite acceptable.
C 0

e

C 0

The terms of Eq. (11) have been defined
previously (See also Fig. 1 and the Notations).
The application of Eqs. (10) and (11) is
illustrated in Example I.

In gravity load dominated frames the
earthquake induced axial loads on columns
are also not likely to be critical quantities.
Therefore precision in their evaluation is
not required.
At this high intensity of
lateral loading it should be sufficient to
estimate the earthquake induced axial loads,
P q , from the summation of the beam shears,
V , developed at not more than 3 times the
code specified lateral loading. As framed
structures under consideration are not
likely to have a large number of storeys,
it is appropriate to assume that these beam
shear forces, involving negative plastic
hinge formation in each span at probable
strength level, may be generated at all
floors. Consequently it may be assumed in
the design that
n
e

e

'eq

To ensure ductile behaviour of the
column, it is necessary to assume that, in
spite of the high level of lateral loading,
at least moderate column hinging might occur.
Therefore the shear force across the column
should be estimated from

where n signifies the number of floors above
the column section considered.
The shear
force induced by end moments only, for
example in span CD of the beam shown in Fig.
1, and considered in evaluating the earthquake
induced axial compression, P
, on column D,
is therefore
^

V

V

= 1" I
col

<J>

~ 1 K
'

col, top

5

M

col.top

col ,bottom
1
+ M
1

e

7.

col.bottom
(12)

where the factor 1.15 allows for the probable
strength of the column section being attained.
The capacity reduction factor (f> is 0.85.
Shear reinforcement can then be provided
accordingly.8
5.2 - Beam Shear
It was pointed out that column hinging
at its probable capacity should be considered.
Accordingly beams must be assumed to absorb
such increased moments wherever plastic hinges,
at probable strength level of the beam have
not as yet formed.
Overstrength development,
involving strain hardening of the reinforcing
steel, is not considered in any member of
this class of structure because of the high
level of design loading that has been provided
for.
In gravity load dominated frames the
earthquake induced shear is less critical

= V

C D

=

( M
P

C

+

0.9nM-)/l

CD

(16)

THE RELOCATION OF PLASTIC HINGES

In the previous sections it was emphasised
that in gravity dominated frames column
design moments will become unnecessarily
large if the capacity of the beam sway
mechanism is to be matched.
With a suitable
relocation of the positive potential plastic
hinge in a span, away from the column face,
it is possible to introduce a deliberate
and desirable weakness into the span.
Thereby
two plastic hinges may sometimes be formed
in each span of a beam at a lateral load
intensity less than ty v g .max. times code
loading.
This implies'full energy
dissipation in the beam mechanism without
reliance on column hinging.
The critical
design quantities for columns, beams and
joints, can therefore be reduced.
This
technique involves careful curtailment and
anchorage of the bottom beam flexural reinforcement in the chosen potential positive
plastic hinge region.
0

a
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8.

SUMMARY OF DESIGN

is illustrated in the Appendix.

PROCEDURE

9.

1)
In ductile frames the moment envelopes
for load combinations (1.4D + 1.7L ) and
(D + 1.3L + E) need to be determined to
establish the critical case for the support
moment of beams.
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R

R

(3)
2)
Moment redistribution
of up to 30%
should be used to minimise the potential
negative moment beam capacities at interior
columns, where the necessary flexural steel
content is determined.
To satisfy requirements for curvature ductility at these
sections, at least 50% of that steel content
is to be provided in the bottom of the beam
section.

A critical examination by users of
the design techniques suggested in Ref.
(6) and mainly intended for medium to
high-rise ductile reinforced concrete
frames in which usually seismic criteria
govern the design strength of members,
prompted the writer to study design features
in gravity load dominated frames.
The
helpful observations and suggestions of
K. E. Williamson, N. W. Allardice, A. L.
Andrews, L. M. Robinson and B. W. Buchanan,
within the deliberations of a study group
of the New Zealand National Society for
Earthquake E n g i n e e r i n g ^ ) ± greatfully
acknowledged.
The views held and the
proposals made in the paper are, however,
those of the author alone.
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3) By assuming that the potential plastic
hinges, as detailed, may develop at overstrength capacity at each end of all spans
in a bent, the average beam overstrength
factor , \\) avg. (Eq. ( 3) ) should be determined.
This is a very simple procedure.
0f

10.
1.

4)
If it is found that ^ , a v g .
smaller
than the maximum suggested average beam overstrength factor, ^ , a v g . m a x . = —r the evaluation of column moments can*
proceed
as for typical earthquake load dominated
frames(6)
i

s

Q

0

1

m

In the opposite case the columns should
be designed to resist moment input from
beams equal to 2. times that required by
lateral code
loading as follows:

2.

1

(a) Evaluate the probable flexural capacities,
0.9nM°, in potential negative plastic hinge
localities of all spans.
(b) Compute from Eq. (4) the total moment
in the bent to be supplied by the potential
positive plastic localities, ZpM^.

4.

(c) Compute from Eq. (5) the total required
reduction of the negative gravity moments
in those localities, X.

5.

(d) Distribute this moment, X, among all
beams of the bent in proportion of the beam
stiffnesses and obtain the net design moment,
pM., in the relevant ends of the spans from
Eq^ (7).
(e) Check that a moment so computed does
not exceed the probable capacity of any
potential positive plastic hinge, and if
necessary re-allocate the excess moment,
AX, in accordance with Eqs. (7) and (8),
to other spans with only one plastic hinge.
5) From the beam moments found determine
the column design moments using Eqs. (10)
and (11). These are M
or M
c

o

l

?

t

o

p

c

o

l

f

b

o

t

t

o

3.

6.

7.

m

.

8.

6)
Estimate the column shear forces from
Eq. (12) and the beam shear forces from
Eq. (13) or Eq. (14).
7) Evaluate the column axial load from
the appropriate gravity forces and the
accumulation of earthquake induced beam
shear forces in accordance with Eqs. (15)
and (16).
8)
Design the column section to possess an
ideal capacity to resist the moment derived
in 5) and the axial forces obtained in 7 ) .
The application of these design steps

9.

11.

s
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NOTATION
D = dead load
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E

earthquake

I

second moment of area of section
or importance factor

k

relative flexural

1

centre to centre length of
member

stiffness

live load

• L

column bending moment from code
specified lateral seismic loading only at the centre line of
a beam

*code

column design moment with
respect to beam centre line

col

earthquake induced axial load
on a column

P

eq

earthquake induced beam shear

V V

column shear

e
col
X

force

sum of positive moments required
to reduce gravity induced
negative moments

AM

applied total moment to a column
at a beam-column joint

AX

a difference in X
capacity reduction

\\>

- beam overstrength

applic-

factor

the maximum desired value of
the average beam overstrength
factor for a bent

o,avg.max.

CJ = dynamic magnification
Subscripts and

factor

superscripts

A,B,C,... i = refers to column or joint at
A,B,C,... i
E = refers to action due to earthquake
G = refers to action due to gravity
load
o = refers to flexural

overcapacity

n = refers to a negative beam
moment involving tension in top
P = refers to a positive beam moment
involving tension in bottom
flexural reinforcement
R = refers to reduced quantities
such as live load
= refers to the direction of
lateral load
Paper received
12.
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APPENDIX

Example

1.3 - It will now be assumed that the
dependable flexural capacities, provided by
the designer at all supports, are exactly
those required by the moments of Fig. 2 ( a ) .
To satisfy detailing requirements for
sectional ductility, exactly 50% of these
negative moment capacities have been
provided at the ends of the spans for
positive moments (i.e. bottom flexural
reinforcement).
Hence the relevant flexural
capacities of the beam, as detailed, are in
moment units as follows:
At A
At B
and D and C
Dependable
capacity

flexural

Negative

140

190

Positive

70

95

Negative

195

264

97

132

factor

average beam overstrength
for a bent

avg.

1.2 - Fig. 2(b) and (c) show the moments for
the loacj combination (D + 1.3L ) and earthquake (E), both obtained from elastic
analyses.
It is evident that with only
limited moment redistribution ' ^) of the
combined earthquake and gravity moments
(D + 1.3Lp + E ) , the critical design moments
could be made everywhere less than those
obtained in I.1.

factor

beam overstrength factor
able to column i

*i

negative moments become 140 and 190 moment
units respectively.
For the purpose of this
illustrative example again centre line
moments are considered, rather than moments
at the faces of columns or beams that should
be used in the design of the structure.

R

bending moment

M

M

load

1

I.1 - Fig. 2(a) shows the beam bending moment
pattern for the load combination (1.4D + 1 . 7 L R )
and relevant to three spans of a symmetrical
frame for a Class III building.
The moments
obtained from an elastic analysis have been
redistributed, as shown with the dashed curve,
so that the critical exterior and interior

Overstrength
capacity*

flexural

Positive i
I
* Overstrength

- 1.39 Dependable

Capacity

I.4 - The required lateral load resistance
of the three span beam for earthquake
loading, shown in Fig. 2 ( c ) , is from Eq. (1)
IAM

= 40 +

(40 + 30) +

(30 + 40) + 40 = 220
units

I.5 - The potential overcapacity of the
entire bent, with respect to earthquake loading, is obtained from Eq. (2) and the table
above, thus:
ZAM^ = 97 +

(264 4- 132) +

(264 + 132) + 19 5

= 10 8 4 units
The moment pattern corresponding with this
state of overcapacity is shown by the dashed
curves in Fig. 2 ( d ) . It is seen that not
only do large moment inputs from beams to
columns occur, particularly at interior
columns, but the positive bending moments
within each span that would need to be
resisted, are also very large.
1.6 - The average overstrength factor
the entire bent is thus from Eq. (3)

for

$o, avg. = 1084/220 = 4.93
It indicates that the beams, as detailed,
are capable at overstrength capacity to
resist 493% of the code required lateral
earthquake load.
This is clearly in excess
of the value suggested in Eq. (9) i.e.
i^o,avg.max = 3.0.
1.7 - It may now be assumed that only

the
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flexural strengths
the negative moment
hinges (0.9nM°) for E loading at B, C and D
are developed.
Therefore the sum of the
moments in the^potential positive hinge
localities, (pM^), at the opposite ends of
the spans, need only be from Eq. (4)

Eq.

3. 61 X 35

= 126 4 units

IpM. = i)
£AM
* I
o,avg.max.
l

at D = 4. 39 X 25

= 109 8 units

E

y

= 3 x 220 - 0.9

0.9

ZnM°
i

£pM

9.3 - (-100

±

- 170 - 140)

final moments, which need be
at the potential positive hinge
at A, B and C, are therefore obtained
(6) i.e.
-

=

34. 5 units

at B = 2. 53 X 35

=

88 6 units

at C

The ideal column strengths so obtained may
be compared with the flexural requirements
of the code loading. Fig. 2(c) , at this
level, i.e.
359.3/(25 + 35 + 35 + 25) = 2994

= 419.3 units
I.9 - The
developed
locations
from Eq.

at A = 1. 38 X 25

359 3 units

(264 + 264 + 195) = 9.3
units

I.S - The required total reduction of the
negative gravity moments in the potential
positive plastic hinge localities (pM^) at
A, B and C, as shown in Fig. 2(b) will
be from Eq. (5)
X =

(10)

I.11 - The dependable moment induced beam
shear forces in the centre span, which
would need to be combined with the appropriate
gravity shears, computed for the simply
supported span, would be from Eq. (13) and
Fig. 2(a)
cj>V =
e
=

X

As the beams are prismatic but of varying
length, as shown in Fig. 2 ( c ) , the stiffness
ratios for the three spans will be 0.37, 0.26,
0.37 respectively.
Therefore from Eq. (6)

pM
^

= - 170 + 0.26 x 419.3 = -60.9 units (did
not change
to positive)

(j>V < 0.9
e

= 0.9

<|>V

=

(238 - 61)/1 =

It is seen that the probable positive flexural
capacities are not approached by the required
moments, and that at column B the moment remains
negative.
The corresponding moment pattern
is shown in Fig. 2(d) by the full line curves.
To check the moment calculations Eq.
may be used thus:

(4*)

= 660 = 3 x 220 units
I.10 - The columns design moments at the beam
centre lines may now be determined.
These
represent the ideal column flexural capacity
required which should not be less than M i
= 4>iM
Eq. (10) , where M
is the column
bending moment above or below the beam centre
line, obtained from an elastic frame analysis .
for the code specified lateral (E) load only(
,
as shown in Fig. 2 ( c ) , and where ip^ is from
Eq. (11).
c o

o

d

0.9

(132 + 264)/l = 356/1 > 203/1

(55 + 0.9 x 264 4- 0. 15 x 97)/0.71 =

e

at Col.A

= 55.1/40

=1.38

at Col.B

=

(0.9 x 264 - 60.9)/(40 + 30) = 2.53

at Col.C

=

(0.9 x 264 + 15.1)/(30 + 40) = 3. 61

at Col.D

= 0. 9 x 195/40

= 4. 39

than

(264 + 97)/0.71

= 464/1 > 439/1

and in span CD:
<$>V =
e

(15 + 0.9 x 195 + 0.15

(238 + 15) )/0.71 =

= 326/1
but not larger
0.9

(264 + 264 + 195)

c

(14) not larger than

(pMg + n5£)/l =

but not larger

= 118.8 units
The total is 9.3 units as required
in 1.7.

c o d e

+ 0.9 x 264 + 0.15

= 439/1

= - 140 + 0.37 x 419.3 = 15.1 units < 0.9 x 132
CD

(55.1 - 60.9 + 15.1) + 0.9

AM_ , . )/l =
B,design '

Similarly for span AB:

= 87.3 units
B C

(-61

but according to Eq.

= - 100 + 0.37 x 419.3 = 55.1 units < 0.9 x 97

^ A

pM

(pi* + 0*9nM" = 0 . 1 5
B
C

= 203/1

1

pM

3.0

than

(132 + 1 9 5 ) / 0.71 = 420/1 > 326/1

Example II
11.1 - The code specified earthquake moments
for the beams only of a two-bay ductile frame
are shown in Fig. 3 ( a ) . It is a Class III
building with I = 1.0.
11.2 - In evaluating the lateral load
strength of the two-span beam the end moments
shown in Table II, in correspondingly labelled
lines, have been considered as follows:
(a) The end-moments due to the load combination ( D + 1 . 3 L R ) were derived from an elastic
analysis.
These moments, shown by line 1
in Fig. 3(b) are conveniently combined with
the span moments for the freely supported
beam, shown by the curve.
In this diagram,
which lends itself more readily to combine
all seismic load c o m b i n a t i o n s ( 3 ) areas
above the curves signify positive moments
and, conversely, areas below the curves
represent negative moments, requiring top
f

Therefore the design centre line moments for
the columns immediately above the floor under
consideration will be from Fig. 2(c) and
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beam reinforcement.
The derivation of the
final moments is achieved simply by suitable
adjustment of straight lines, connecting
end-moments.
(b) The superimposing of gravity and earthquake moments ( D + 1 . 3 L R + E) gives values
that are considered first. • The appropriate
moment pattern, with reference to the curves
as the base lines, is given by line 2 in
Fig. 3 ( b ) .
(c) The combination of (D + 1. 3 L + E) is
shown in the Table but, for the sake of
clarity, not in Fig. 3 ( b ) .

II.5 - The final moments (positive) at the
left hand ends of the spans are from Eq. (6)
as follows.
at A p M

A

= -20.0 + 0.57 x 128.9 = 53.5 units

However, as line f of Table II shows, the
probable hinge capacity at this location is
only 23.8 units.
Therefore 53.5 - 23.8 =
29.7 units need be redistributed to the
potential positive hinge(s) of the other
span(s).
Therefore from Eq. (8)

R

(d) After allowing for some moment
redistribution, and noting that the load
combination (1.4D + 1 . 7 L R ) did not produce
larger support moments, the design moments
for dependable strength at the supports
have been determined and these are recorded
in line (d) of Table II.
It is again assumed,
as in Example I, that these strengths have
been provided and that the positive moment
capacity.at each support is one half of
the negative moment capacity there.
(e) The overstrength capacities of the
four sections, for both negative and positive
moments, are simply 1.39 times the dependable
capacities.
If such moments were to be
developed, line 3 in Fig. 3 (ij) would have
to be used when considering E loading.
This
would involve considerably moment input into
column B.
(f) For convenience the probable (hinge)
capacities, taken as 0.9 times the overstrength,
of the sections are also recorded.

at B p M

n

= -80.0 + 0.43 x 128. 9 + ^ 29.7 = 5.1
units

which can be comfortably accommodated,
5.1 << 50.0.

i.e.

The final bending moments, which need
to be developed before the supporting
columns are permitted to yield, are thus
found and the heavy line (F) in Fig. 3(b)
shows these.
The large positive moment
at the centre of the long span is less than
the moment due to (1.4D + 1 . 7 L R ) combination
at the same section.
As a check Eq.
(23.8 + 5.1) +

(4a) may be applied,

i.e.

(100.0 + 75.1) = 204 units

and

3 x 68

= 204 units

II.6 - Without providing further comments
the same procedure will be repeated for the
case when the earthquake load acts from the
other direction, i.e. E;
(i)

From Eq.

(1) £ AM? = -68.0 units

II.3 - The analysis may now proceed and from
Eq. (1) and Fig. 3(a) it is found that

(ii)

From Eq.

(2)

IAM? = 18 + 20 + 15 + 15 = 68.0 units

£AM? = -52.8 - 55.6 - 111.2 - 41.7 = -261.3
units

i

1

From Eq. (2) and Table II, line e, the
overstrength of the beam sway mechanism is
found to be

(iii)if,
= -261. 3/-68 = 3. 84 > 3.0
o,avg.
'

IAMV = 26.4 +

ZpM. = -3 x 68 - 0.9

(111.2 + 55.6) + 83.4 = 276.6
units

and hence from Eq.

(3)

II.4 - The positive moments that need to be
developed at the left hand supports of the
beams, to sustain 3 times the code (lateral)
loading while the probable negative hinge
moment at the right hand ends of the spans
develop, is found from Eq. (4) thus:
(111.2 + 83.4) = 28.9
units

Therefore the sum of the positive moments
to be applied to the left hand supports is
from Eq. (5)
X = 28 . 9

(-20

- 80)

(iv)

From Eq.

(v) From Eq.

= 276.6/68.0 = 4.07 which is larger
o,avg.
g.
than 3.0 given by Eq. (9), and hence the
frame is gravity load dominated.

ZpM. = 3 x 68.0 - 0.9

v

128.9

units

which can now be distributed among the two
beams in accordance with Eq. (6). The
relative stiffness of the two prismatic beams
are 0.57 and 0.43 respectively.

(4)
(52.8 + 111.2) = 56.4
units

(5) X = 56.4 - (-60

- 40) = 156.4
units

(vi) From Eq.
pM

c

pM_

(6)

= -440.0 + 0.43 x 156.4 = 27.3 < 37.6 units
= -60.0 + 0.57 x 156.4 = 29.2 < 50.0 units

These moment^ are shown by the dashed
line marked E in Fig. 3(b)

straight

(vii) Check - 47.5 - 29.2 - 100. 0 - 2 7 . 3 = -204
units
3 x 68
Example

=-204
units

III

III.1 - A typical interior span of a long
uniform and symmetrical bent of a ductile
frame, shown in Fig. 4 ( a ) , is considered
to illustrate behaviour and design consideration only.
Because of the identical
nature of the spans all previously discussed
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factors apply only to one bay of this frame.
Ill.2 - The uniformly distributed dead load,
D, on each span is w = 29.2 kN/m.
The
reduced live load, L , is one half of that,
i.e. 14.6 kN/m.
R

The negative support moments are
assumed to be as follows:

indiscriminate application of capacity
design, i.e.;
v ° = (572 + 286)/0.85 x 9.15 = 110.3 kN
e
therefore the critical shear, including
gravity, is:
V_ = 88. 7 + 0. 5 x 9.15 x
B

M

= 0.6 w l / 8 = 0.6 x 29.2 x 9.15 /8 = 183
kNm
2

U

Therefore these moments are for the following
load combinations:
(1.4D + 1 . 7 L ) , M = 2.25 x 183 = 412 kNm

(i)

111.8 - Assuming that the floor heights in
this regular structure are 3.5 m, the
column design shear would be from Eq. (12):
V

i = 1.35
col.

(300 + 300)/3.5 = 231.4 kN

n

K

(D + 1 . 3 L ) , M

1.65 x 183

= 302 kNm

0.9D,

0.90 x 183

= 165 kNm

R

(iii)

111.3 - The earthquake design moments, E,
at the ends of the members meeting at a
joint are all 100 kNm as shownin Fig. 4 ( a ) .
111.4 - The critical design moments at the
supports are therefore either
for

412 kNm

(1.4D + 1.7L.
R'

or for

(D + 1.3L_ + E) = 302 + 100 = 402 kNm
R
It is assumed that the strengths
provided (in kNm units) in the beam are as
follows:
(a)

Dependable capacity

: - 412 and + 206

(b)

Probable capacity

: - 516 and + 258

(c)

Overcapacity

: - 572 and + 286

In Fig. 4(b) curve (1) shows the
moment pattern required for the code
(D + 1 . 3 L + E) loading, while curve (2)
indicates the moments that would be generated
if both end-hinges develop overcapacities.
R

Ill.5 - From the beam overcapacities
Eq. (3) it is evident that
o, avg.

572 + 286
100 + 100

858

200

Therefore from Eq.

= 4.29

and

> 3.00

(4) for this

111.9 - Finally an alternative solution,
based on a relocated potential positive
plastic hinge, is illustrated with the aid
of Fig. 4 ( c ) . Curve I shows the moment
pattern for gravity (1.4D + 1.7L ) load
and used to allocate the flexural reinforcement in various parts of the beam.
The
bottom (positive) beam reinforcement
could be curtailed so that near the point
of contraflexure the dependable flexural
capacity reduces to 275/3 = 92 kNm.
It
will therefore be assumed that the overstrength and dependable capacities
respectively at 2.0 metres from support A
and at Section B are as follows:
R

516

84 < 258 kNm

giving the maximum positive (elastic) moment
to be designed for in terms of input into
the column.
The corresponding beam moments
are shown by curve (3) in Fig. 4 ( b ) .
Ill.6 - From Eq.
column B,
516 + 84
200

(11), when applied to
3.00 and from Eq.

130 kNm and 0.9 x 130 = 117
kNm

at

(C) 1.39 x 92

at

(B) 1.39 x 412 = 572 kNm and 0.9 x 572
516 kNm

From curve (II) of Fig. 4(c) it is
seen that the development of overstrength
at these two potential plastic hinges
(572 - 102)/200 = 2.35
results in Po|avq.
when the combination of (D + 1 . 3 L = E)
is considered.
This load, however, will not
produce the maximum earthquake induced
column moments.
If the combination (0.9D
+ E) is considered, the plastic hinge
development at probable strength will give
rise to the moments shown by curve III in
Fig. 4 (c) and therefore
R

o,avg.
= 3.0 x 200

A

This is 405% of the column shear required
by code loading i.e. 200/3.5 = 57.2 kN.

simple

span
pM

(1. 65 x 292) = 309.1
kN

2

(10)

(516 + 52)/200 = 2.82 * 3.0

This represents very close to the
maximum that was envisaged in this paper.
The advantages of this arrangement are:
(1) Energy dissipation can be retained in
the beams in two plastic hinges that are
not subjected to reversed yielding.
(2) The positive (bottom) reinforcement
in the span need not be increased above
that required for gravity (1. 4D + 1.7L )
loading only.
R

col

B code = 3.0 x 100 = 300 kNm

III.7 - The critical moment induced
in the beam will be from Eq. (13)
v

=
6

shear

(84 + 516 + 0. 15 x 600)/0. 85 x 9.15 = 88.7
kN

and not what one would obtain from an

TABLE I.
RATIO OF PROBABLE AVERAGE COLUMN FLEXURAL
TO CODE

(2)

SPECIFIED FLEXURAL DEMAND A T A LEVEL*
2

Gravity dominated

Seismic load dominated

Class

i

1

2

I

1.6

3. 68

4.23

3. 07

II

1.3

3.74

4.30

III

1.0

3.45

3.97

One-way
frames

1

CAPACITIES

Two-way
- frames

One-way
min^

4

3

frames
max

Two-way frames
min^
max ^
7

8

4. 60

3.84

4.86

2*50

3.75

3.12

3.96

1.92

2.88

2.40

3.04

5

6

* The probable capacity is assumed to be 1.15 times the
ideal strength or 0.9 times the overcapacity.
(2)
1. Importance

factor

2. It is assumed that optimum design was used and that for
this reason the beam overstrength factor used in seismic
load dominated frames is uniformly 1.39.
Thus the
appropriate ratios are obtained from (1.15) (1.39) o>.
3. The minimum value of the dynamic magnification factor, co,
corresponds with a fundamental period of vibration of
T < 0.5 seconds.
4. The maximum value of OJ corresponds with T > 1.6 seconds ^ .
Gravity load dominated frames are not likely to be in that
range.
TABLE II
END-MOMENTS FOR THE EXAMPLE STRUCTURE II
Moments* at
Cause of moment

BA

BC

-20.0

-60.0

-80.0

-40.0

C

a

D

b

D + 1. 3L_ + E
R

- 2.0

-80.0

-65.0

-55. 0

c

D + 1.3L- + E
R

-38.0

-40.0

-95.0

-25.0

d

Design moments

(dependable) -38.0

-80.0

-80.0

-60.0

e

Overstrength
Overstrength

-52.8
26.4

-111.2
55.6

-111.2
55.6

-83.4
41.7

f

Probable strength (negative) -47.5
Probable strength (positive) 23.8

-100.0
50.0

-100.0
50.0

-75.1
37.6

+

1.3L

A

(in moment units)

R

(negative)
(positive)

In this sign convention negative moments require top and
positive moments require bottom flexural reinforcement in
the beams.
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